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HOMEC MING PROGRAM IS SET
Model League Wenonah Players
Select Cast for
To Meet Soon
"The Detour"
St. Teresa and T. C. are Joint The cast of Owen Davis' "The
Detour," which the Wenonah PlayHosts to Guest. College
Plans for the Model League of
Nations Assembly to be held November 15-16 at W. S. T. C, and St.
Teresa's include corresponding
with the guest colleges and completing administrative arrangements
to make the three sessions enjoyable
and profitable for the delegates of
the is outside colleges which will be
represented.
Active in planning the Convention under the direction of Drs.
SeHe, Minne and Nutting of fi he
College of St. Teresa have been
Hilbert Sens, president, Elfie
Christenson, secretary of correspondence, Chester Schneider,
Glenna Ames, James O'Gara, Isabel Johnson, Martin Laakso, Louis
Hoover, Elizabeth Shervin, Paula
Meyer, Margaret Berven and Paul
Meinke on the agenda committee.
(Cont. on page 6, Col. 3)

"U" Psychiatrist
Gives Lecture on
Mental Diseases

"Prexy" Greets Alumni
Winona now begins the fourth
quarter-century of her fine record of
service. Opening at first upstairs in
the town hall, with
two teachers and
fifty-nine pupils, her
annual enrollments
now total 34,00o, her
instructors, 600, and
her alumni 8,800. Her
graduates have carried her spirit to the
minds and ears of 2,500,000 Minnesota boys and girls.
Doesn't this record inspire a
great Homecoming? "Home-Keeping" youth have ever homely wits,"
says Shakespeare, but home-coming sons and daughters bring wit
and wisdom gained afield, warm the
hearts of the home folks, and give
tangible expression to the gratitude
and love due a good mother.
Alma Ma ter welcomes you.
Warm the cockles of her heart by
coming home. "There's a light in
the window for you!"

ers have chosen as their fall play tc
be presented on December 6, has
been selected. Mrs. Milton Spencer,
well-known in this community for
her dramatic ability, has been
chosen to direct the presentation.
Steven Hardy, who has a passionate Jove for land, typical of some
farmers and who keeps his family
"Iandpoor" paying for his real
estate ventures, is to be played by
John Bucholz. His wife, Helen, a
strong-minded woman who has seen
what farm life can do to the spirit of
a woman and who desires to save
her daughter from the hardships of
such a life, will be played by Beverly
Lageson.
Betty Kelberer will portray Kate,
the daughter. She and her mother
plan secretly that she will go to
New York to develop an artistic
talent which she is believed to
possess. The part of Tom Lane, a
young fellow with business ideas Parade Starts at 1 O'clock
and an affection for Kate is being
Please be prompt with your
studied by Frederick Nelson.
marching units and floats for the
Loren Wood will have the role of Parade!
Dana La Mont, an artist whose
aid Helen enlists. His wife will be
played by Gretchen Grimm.
Ben Glenny, a friend of Steve,
will be portrayed by Kenneth McClave. Paul O'Brien is cast as
Weinstein, a Jewish antique dealer,
a very interesting character part.
The role of Jake will be played by
William Franzmann.

In his address to the student
body and faculty of the school on
Wednesday morning, October 23,
Dr. E. M. de Berry, a psychiatrist at
the University of Minnesota,
brought out the startling revelation
that over fifty-two per cent of the
hospital beds in the country are
Help the Cheerleaders
occupied by persons with mental
Cooperate with the Cheerleaders
diseases.
at
the game Saturday. Show your
"These cases, of mental diseases,
school
spirit and good sportsmanare by far a greater strain on the
ship.
community, both economically and
socially, than any other kind of
illness," Dr. de Berry said.
The University of Minnesota
psychiatrist's address, was the first
in a series of talks to be presented
under the auspices of the Minnesota
Public Health association, which is
affiliated with the National Tuberculois association, and the American
Heart association.
"Mental illnesses are not primarily inherited tendencies, as it has
been impossible to place any direct
evidence of this upon the afflicted
persons, and there is also no evi2.00
dence of physical basis. Mental
illnesses are reactions which have
developed during a period of the
individual's life, and it is always
possible to find an explanation for
the diseases in the person's past,"
Dr. de Berry related.
Dr. de Berry explained the different types of mental diseases which
are characteristic.

"Drag the Dragons"
Adopted for Theme
Alumni Will Invade
Visual Aids Are
School for Reunion
To Be Exhibited
The student-teachers of the intermediate department under the direction of Miss Ella Clark are
sponsoring an exhibit of visual aids.
The exhibit will be placed in the
library and will be changed every
few days with only one type of
material being shown at a time.
This display will include many
different visual materials which
have proved valuable in teaching.
These visual aids possess not only
theoretical value but they are in
actual classroom use in the Phelps
School. The exhibit will include
maps, flat pictures, stereographs,
charts, collections, Iantern-slides,
bulletin boards, and other visual
materials which, when properly
used, make a definite contribution
to teaching. The students who are
presenting the exhibit will welcome
any questions or comments.
It is interesting to note the
rapidity with which visual instruction is gaining in importance
and popularity in the United States
as well as in Europe. Many Colleges
and universities are offering courses
in visual instruction. In fact, our
own state university is planning to
include such a course beginning next
summer. The state of Pennsylvania
considers a knowledge of visual instruction so important that it requires every teacher to take such a
course as part of the regular twoyear course.

Pepfest, Bonfire, Snake Dance
to Open Celebration
Tonight

A tinge of optomism and merriment has found its way into the
hearts of the student body and
everything is in readiness for the
expected invasion of hundreds of
members of the alumni group late
today and Saturday when the
annual Homecoming festivities of
the Winona State Teachers College
get under way. The program will
open with the pep-fest tonight and
will be brought to a climax with the
reunion dance on Saturday night.
The committee in charge of the
event, under the general direction of
Miss Brunner, has completed all
arrangements for the holding of the
various phases of the program.
Brilliant purple and white banners
are being displayed by townspeople
and the school colors are being
raised in all sections of the city as
well as at the various dormitories
and the campus as a whole.
The first event of the homecoming
program will be held tonight when
the pep-fest, snake dance, and bonfire take place. Pep talks will be
given by various members of the
coaching staff and the snake dance
will wind its way down into the
heart of the business section of the
city.
A Homecoming assembly will be
held on Saturday morning at r o
o'clock, and general registration of
all returning alumni will also take
Display Your Balloon
place during the morning. The
Display the purple and white homecoming parade will be held at
balloons prominently on Saturday. one o'clock on Saturday afternoon.
The kickoff for the football game
between the Winona T. C. eleven
and the Dragons representing the
Moorhead Teachers College has
been set for 2 o'clock, and a large
crowd is expected to tax the seating
capacity of Maxwell Field to the
limit to witness the struggle.
Immediately following the football game, an "Open House" event
has been set for the dormitories and
returning alumni are expected to
visit Morey and Shepard Halls,
and West Lodge and to re-new
acquaintances as well to recall
under-graduate days.
The Homecoming program will be
brought to a climax on Saturday
evening at 8 o'clock when the annual
reunion dance will be held in the
gymnasium decorated for the occasion.
A memorial organ recital at four
o'clock Sunday afternoon will con-

Program of Seventeenth Annual Homecoming
November 8-10

Friday 7 P. M. .
. Pepfest and Bonfire
Saturday o:3o A. M.
Special Assembly
Saturday I :oo P. M.
. . Parade
Saturday
P. M. . Game, Winona-Moorhead
Saturday after the game, Open house at dormitories
Saturday 8 :oo P. M. . . . Reunion and dance
Sunday 4:oo P. M. . . Memorial Organ Recital

(Continued on page 4 col. 3)
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EDITORIAL
WELCOME ALUMNI!
Joyfully we welcome you, Homecoming alumni!
During the past busy weeks we have been working
diligently to get everything in readiness for your
return. It is with keen delight and pleasure that we
anticipate this weekend of entertaining you with our
pep fest, parade, football game, and dance.
Be one of us once more. Renew old friendships and
memories, but do not forget to make some new ones on
this occasion. Remember that the genuine spirit of
friendship you knew while here in college still abounds.
We want to make everything as pleasant for you
as possible. Won't you help us make this the biggest
and best Homecoming ever?
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK
Congratulations, members of the student body, on
the splendid school spirit manifested during the past
few days in preparation for the parade for Homecoming!
It is splendid the way in which various organizations have applied themselves to make arrangements
for and decorate the floats in such a short span of
time. Since last Saturday the Art room has been
jammed with students painters and carpenters daubing and sawing out figures of every shape to adorn the
floats. From every appearance the parade will surely
be a great success, and it will be due to the fact that
the students are interested and desire to put this thing
over.
Let's retain our enthusiasm when Homecoming is
over. Let this gesture be the start of many more to
follow! We have the idea—let's keep it!

THE QUARTER DRAWS TO A CLOSE
In just three weeks, the winter quarter of the
1935-36 school year will be underway and students
will be entering the second third of the current school
session.
Although only three weeks remain, it should be
the duty of every student who is at the present time
attending the Winona State Teachers college, to
interview or tell some prospective T. C. student about
the advantages of coming to the purple and white
school.
Let's all make it a point to assist in an effort to
increase the enrollment of the school over last year's
mark at the start of the winter quarter.

Alumni Notes
Donald
Wildgrube,
degree
graduate of '29, was elected principle of the high school at Jordan
this year. He has been teaching
industrial arts and social science at
Jordan for the past six years. Mr.
Wildgrube, formerly of Winona
and Miss Thelma Ronning '31, of
Windom were married last June.
The athletic department of the
college sent out season tickets for
the football games to all former
"W" winners among the alumni.
As a result many reports have come
to Mr. Galligan thanking him for
the courtesy and extending greetings to the college.
Harry Myers '29 is now eastern
sales representive for the Watkins
Company.
Bernard Kramer '3 I sends greetings and the information that he
was married this summer. "Berny"
is at present in the field of selling.
Pete Deanovic '29 is coach at
Columbia Heights where he has
been since his graduation. Donald
Henry '29 is in the hotel business at
Kearney, South Dakota. Don and
Pete played together on the basketball team that won the State
Championship in '28.
Ruth Ambrosen, Winona and
Bert Laughan, Spring Valley, former
students, were recently married.
Fred Moilanen '35, principal at
Brewster Minnesota, is limiting his
activities this fall to work with the
high school band but will soon be
issuing the call for basketball
practice.
Verne Herman '35, coaching at
Readlyn, Iowa, likes his work very
much. He also reports that he was
a target of one of cupids darts and
as a result is married.
Melvin Opem '32, is at Chelsea,
Iowa, where he will have an opportunity this winter to teach his
students some of the intricacies of
basketball.
Ralph Rice '3o, is now coaching
at Stewartville. This is his first
year there so we will watch with
interest his second white team.
Ralph announces the birth of a
son, so perhaps a few years . hence
W. S. T. C. will see another great
center on the gridiron.

CSICCIDINC
This Homecoming Party business is great stuff. As far as Lois
Ross is concerned everything is
Jake.

The Return of the Graduate
Homecoming! The Old Grad lifts dream-filled eyes
from the announcement and makes an important
decision. He promised himself whimsically that he
will re-visit the institution where he was once exposed
to the wisdom of the ages—and found immune.

They're spreaclin' it around that
He walks the streets of his college town and fights
one freshman boy is not yet Dunn the disappointment which engulfs him. Where is the
worrying about his Marx in history flourishing metropolis of his college days? This quiet
class.
little town is but the counterpart of that in which he is
living. His heart-beats quicken as he nears the college
Our illustrious "Cappy" John
and strains eager eyes for a first glimpse of lofty spires
Smith is through with the women.
and venerable ivy-clad stone walls. Slowly the antiSnarled he between snarls on his
cipatory smile fades from his lips and the light dies
guitar, "I've hed enuff o' them
in his eyes. Is this the vision he has enshrined in
reptiles."
his heart—this narrow plot of ground, these unpreDorothy Westfall who is president tentions old brick buildings?
of the S. A. D. W.* and Bernard
Once inside the building he re-captures a little of
Busse who is a vice-prexy of that the glamor which has hired him from afar. After
organization had a wee bit of a searching assiduously he finds the place where he once
scrap (patched up now, thank you). surreptitiously carved his initials and thrills at the
That was a case of vice versa presi- discovery. He wanders the corridors that he has seen
dent.
so often in retrospect, only to find himself nearly lost
*Society for the Admiration of D. in a new addition. Old desks have been replaced by
WestfaIl.
new, classrooms have been rehabilitated. He is in a
Alice Kuhn rides home from
school (on her bike) with the
"duckiest" boy, 'n he lives on
Mark Street, 'n he wears a gray
suit, 'n ohgee, he's the Cutest
thing!"

new world that holds no place for him.

He watches the students and the faculty and his sense of
desolation grows. In memory his own classmates rise
before him—each man a prince of a fellow, every girl
a veritable flower of womanhood. The little mannerisms
and peculiarities of faculty members, once the subject
"Our Eddie" Cohen is not so of ridicule, he remembers as endearing traits, evidences
dumb—he's picked a town girl of superior intelligence. This faculty—this student
body—they're just—well, just people! The Old Grad
with a car.
is definitely unhappy.
It is rumored (and on pretty good
In the auditorium he sees unfamiliar faces, hears unauthority, mind you) that Gilly
familiar voices, and the lost feeling deepens. Then
Courtier wanted to know the exact
the college hymn bursts forth, and he perfunctorily
name of a psychology text by
lifts his voice with the rest. And suddenly he knows
Starch, and was told that the full
that nothing fundamental has changed, that the same
name of the book was Argo Gloss
spirit that has ever gripped his loyalty is breathing
Starch, so he went forthwith to the
through those clear young voices. And he smiles a
library and asked for Argo Gloss
little mistily. The OW Grad has come home!
Starch. It's people like you that
take the starch out of the librarians,
Who is that dark, handsome man
who calls for Winnie, the stenog,
every evening?
If you want to get Chuck Gholz
just Furious, call him "Kewpie".
Art Hoblitt manages to live
through each week in expectation
of the week-end.
It's a pity to end a column in
such a sad way, but we all miss
Chet Schneider a great deal.
This is as good a place to stop as
any—please ask me to go.

"Drag the Dragons"

BOOK NOOK
CANDY
by
L. M. Alexander
A region. rich in story material and color provides
the theme for a wealth of creative literature .. This apparently inexhaustible mine is the South. Mrs. Alexander won the Dodd, Mead $ i o,000 competition with
this novel, a story of Mimosa Hill plantation, on the
South Carolina bank of the Savannah River. It is
dramatic in that it places in contrast the negroes who
remain with the cabins and easy life of the South, and
the ex-patriates who have moved to New York's
Harlem.
The return visits of the colored people who have
been North have had a considerable influence on the
negroes in recent years. And Mimosa Hill is one of
those decaying plantations, the scene of a hopeless
fight of "Little King" the owner, to hold his own in
the planting of cotton (apparently the time of which
the author writes was before the A.A.A.). It is all
too easy for the flashily, if dubiously prosperous
agents of the Harlem night clubs and policy games to
dazzle the eyes of the plantation folk no matter how
strong their loyalty to the plantation and its owner.
However, the story of this book is essentially that
of Candy whose virtue was that she loved only one
man at a time. A vivid, passionate personality with
strong loves and hates, she stood out of the South.
Betrayed by her latest shiftless lover, to whom she
was faithful, Candy is a figure drawn with sincerity
and power.
Mrs. Alexander paints in the white folk of Mimosa
Hill sparingly, and only as they are seen through the
eyes of her colored people. Her story is that of the
negroes, and she finds ample material in their simple
tragedies.

THE WINONAN

Italo-Ethopian Background
At the time of the Congress of Vienna, 1814-1815, Italy
was as Metternich said—"a geographical expression"; there
being but one independent Italian kingdom, Sardinia or Piedmont. The remainder of the Italian peninsula was under the
control of various European Powers and the Pope. Through
the people made to the Italian people who were under the control of non-Italian peoples, and through the world-wide trend
toward nationalism, Italians were made to yearn for political
as well as lingual unity. Appealing to the kingdoms that were
once unified as Italy had been as the core and center of the
Roman Empire and appealing also to the side of rival European
Powers which saw opportunities for lopping off parts of noncontiguous possessions of opposing powers—series of attempts
were made to unify Italy under the one remaining independent
Kingdom, Sardina.
In 1859 Lombardy was annexed to Sardina. Through
various wars that followed the other kingdoms of the Italian
peninsula were annexed making what is now the Kingdom of
Italy, when they were unified.
In the meantime the other European Powers were building
up colonial empires wherever expansion was possible. Italy
likewise desired a "place in the sun" as a nucleus of a colonial
Empire. The Irredentists hoped to make the "Adriatic Lake"
by the annexation of Delmatian regions and grow further
through the annexations of other non-contiguous territories
wherever possible. But older nations having attained to national
unity earlier had done such thorough "jobs" at seizing territory
that there seemed little left for Italy unless she seize property of
already established empires. Following the lead of older
nations Italy decided to assume her share of the "white man's
burden" so she attacked unattached areas in northeastern
Africa, and at a terrific cost in mdney and men she annexed
Italian Somiland and Eretrea, but she was quite badly beaten
by Ethiopia an incident which has since been a proverbial thorn
in her side. She gained Libya also in Africa, but before she
could annex more other national units beat her to the spoils.
Meanwhile, Italy found it necessary to retrench in an effort to
build up from within before venturing on any further Irredentist
program.
As an ally Austria and Prussia she was adequately introduced into the "family of nations". When the World War
broke out Italy could easily refrain from assisting Germany and
Austria as her alliance with these Powers was one of defense and
it was seen that the Central Powers were acting on the Offensive.
Moreover, Austria, her ally, held possession of Bosnia and the
rest of the Dalmatian coast which the Irredentists of Italy
hoped to acquire, and it seemed reasonably sure that Austria
would not give her ally, Italy part of her own Empire in case of
victory. Hence, Italy under the regime of the expansionists
remained "neutral" until the highest bidder made the best
offer for her services.
In 1915 the Allies had their backs to the wall. A meeting
was held in London and a secret treaty was made among the
allied belligerents and Italy. Italy was promised the Dalmatian
coast and other territories which would make the Adriatic an
"Italian Lake" should she join the Allies against the Central
Powers. Italy entered the war with the Allied powers in 1915.
In the meantime the war cost Italy about fourteen billions of
dollars and six hundred and fifty thousand men. However,
when America entered the war the whole debacle was pictured
as an effort to "end wars", to "make the world safe for democracy", and to carve out new states. But, of course, while the
Allies had promised Italy the Dalmatian coast as well as other
possessions as her "cut" of the war spoils they had at the same
time high sounding principles to fulfill—namely to reward such
non-Austrian and non-German factions within • those two
empires by setting them up as independent and new nations.
It is clear now that the Allies had promised two groups the
same spoils, and since the war was fought to set up certain
"high principles" settlements were to be made according to the
"Ethnic distributions". Italy came out of the expensive
venture with nothing but a heavy national debt and a more or
Jess depleted man-power and faced with a condition in which
Communism might at anytime overthrow the existing order of
things. It was this setting that the Fascist movement under
the leadership of Mussolini gained favor and won success.
Since 1922 there has been a consistent regeneration of
Italian spirit and Italy has moved forward rapidly in aviation,
science, agriculture, maritime activities, etc. Young Italy is
firmly of the belief that there is a definite place for her among
the first rate powers, hence, she attacked one of the few African
kingdoms not yet under some European Power. It appears
that it is Italy's intention to annex Ethiopia, and perhaps later
build up her prestige in Egypt which would make a solid Italian
block in northern Africa from Somiland to western Libya.
Naturally England has risen as a moral force in her efforts to
arrest war; not only from the standpoint of preserving world
peace, but also to protect England's stability in the East and
Near East as well as in the Mediterranean World. When one
takes into consideration the terms imposted upon the losers
(if any one did lose the war) in the peace Conference of Paris
in 1919 and the terms of the Treaties of Versailles, St. Germain,
Sevre, NewIly-sur-Seine and others we can see that Auscria,
Hungary, Bulgaria, and Germany are not going to cry their
eyes out in sorrow over any mishap that might befall any of the
former members of the Allied Powers.
While we certainly cannot condone Italy's actions in
precipitating this conflict between Ethiopia and herself we do
agree partially with her when she asks "Who is there with a
sufficiently clean record to tell us (Italy) what is right or wrong."
In the meantime we have no way of knowing what the exact
situation in world affairs is. Who is allied to whom? What
"understanding" exists between this or that group? How much
of highly paid propaganda? What invisible interests are at
work "cooking up" a full grown conflict among nations so that
"neutrals" might bring back prosperity to business and to the
Iuxury-Ioving populaces wherever they may be? Time and only
time, and events will give us the proper perspective and the
true facts concerning present day activities. We can at this
time say only that again a full hand of events are taking place,
but only the little finger has been uncoiled to give us a minute
glimpseof what is really taking place.
Prof. Frederick Jederman

Miss Rohweder's
Vocal Recital is
Well Presented
Miss Janet Rohweder, voice instructor of the college, assisted by
Mrs. Willard Hillyer at the piano
and Mrs. Keith Emery, violinist,
presented a program of songs in a
recital at the college auditorium
Tuesday evening, October 22.
"Spirate pur, Spirate" by Donoudy, "Stornellatrice" by Respighi,
"L'Heure de pourpre" by Holmes,
and "Les PapilIons" by Charasson
made up the first group sung in
French. The audience was charmed by
the changing of moods from the
sprightly "Les Papillons" to the
sombre "L'Heure de pourpre."
Then followed a IolTIy interpretation of the aria "My Heart is
Weary" (Nadescha) by DoringThomas.
Mrs. Hillyer and Mrs. Emery
played Greig's Sonato No. 1. Mrs.
Emery played as solos, Schubert's
"Ave Maria," Bach's "Air on G
String," and Sarasate's "Spanish
Dance No. III."
The second group of songs was
in German—"Marienwurmchen" by
Schumann, "Waldiensamkeit" by
Reger and "Botschaft" by Brahms.
The appealing beauty of these
German songs was enhanced by
Miss Rohweders' excellent diction
and sympathic interpretation. The
encore to this group was "Die Basen
Bunchen" by Bieck.
The concluding group of songs in
English was "0 that it were so" by
Bridges, "Lullaby" by Hanscon,
"Love went a Riding" by Bridges.

Rochester Scene
of M. E. A. Session
Annual Meetings Held
on October 24 and 25
The southeastern division of the
Minnesota Education Association
met at Rochester Oct. 24 and 25.
The college faculty attended. ,
Thursday morning the Rochester
grade school, high school, and
Junior College were in session and
welcomed all teachers who cared
to visit. At two o'clock, demonstrations were given at the high
school for different grades. At
three o'clock, a program was given
at the armory. This included an
address by Dr. E. K. Fretwell of
Columbia University on "Citizens
in the Schools of Democracy."
During the evening Carl Sandburg
entertained the group.
Friday morning a program was
given at the Armory, including a
speech "The Flight to Freedom" by
Dr. Lloyd Douglas; an address
by Agnes Samuelson, president of
the M. E. A.; and a health talk
by Louis Hutto, director of physical
education at Des Moines, Iowa.
Departmental meetings were held
Friday afternoon and were followed
by round table discussions in special
fields. The Apollo Club of Minneapolis, with William McPhail
as director, gave a concert during
the evening which concluded the
conference.

Miss Brunner Greets
Homecoming Alumni
This message of good will and
good cheer comes to you with
sincere regard increasing through all
the years since your student days.
Come back to your Alma Mater and
help us all to make this year a
great homecoming. Let us fill the
halls, the auditorium, the gymnasium, the dormitories, and the
bleachers at Maxwell Field. You
will find the spirit of W. S. T. C.
going on with the same sincerity
and friendliness as in the days of
your graduation.
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POETIC THOUGHTS

Phelps School Notes
The children of grades one and
two have each carried through
safety units of instruction in which
practice rules and regulations for
small children were demonstrated
and dramatized.
The children in all grades of the
Phelps school have had Hallowe'en
parties, which were enjoyed by all.
Grade one is having a unit study
of the home. Grade two is studying Indian life. The children are
bringing Indian articles to school
for the room museum. The Phelps
school museum has also finished an
interesting exhibit.
The children of grade five gave a
Columbus day program October the
eleventh, consisting of music and
talks illustrated with the aid of the
delineascope. Children of grade
four and some parents attended
the program.
Children of grade five became interested in kinds of ships as a
result of their study of discovery
and exploration. They invited
President Maxwell to tell about his
trip on the Normandie. He did so
and found an eager and interested
audience which profited much from
his talk.
The ninth grade English class of
Phelps junior high school presented
three playlets selected from "Tom
Sawyer" to celebrate Mark Twain's
one-hundredth anniversary in the
school assembly Friday morning.
Twenty students of the ninth
grade general science class made an
excursion to the new Sewerage Disposal Plant in East Winona.
The annual carnival of the Phelps
junior high school was held October
eighteenth. The carnival was well
attended by college students as well
as by all the students in the training school. A profit of $13.42 was
made this sum having been added to
the Civics League Fund of the junior
high school. The money from this
fund is used for pictures and statues.

School Will Mark
Signing of Armistice
In conjunction with the American
Legion of Winona, and Armistice
Day program will be held in the
school on Monday morning in
observance of the ending of the
Great Conflict at I 0:45 a. m. The
program will be held as the regular
chapel exercises of the institution.
First, second, and third hour
classes will meet at the usual time,
while fourth period classes will be
devoted to conferences.
The program will be made up of
appropriate numbers for the
occasion.

I'M GLAD TO BE HOME AGAIN
Oh the new college hall
Stands straight and tall
In the place where the old used to be;
Many faces are new
Familiar ones few,
But they're all home faces to me.
Oh the gala display
For homecoming day,
With its banners and dancing and band,
And the quiet chime
At chapel time
Makes me glad to be home again.
H. L. Smith

ODE TO PEACE
How sweet the thought
That you and I—a German and a Dane—
Are now the best of friends—
For that is as it should be!
We may have met upon the field of battle—
Arrayed each in his country's uniform,
With intents as murderous as vile. . .
Merely for the purpose—
Of showing loyalty—
To a false trumped-up ideal
Made to appear like the bubbly foam
That covers and conceals
The stench-exuding water 'neath it.
But as this foam is dissipated it reveals
The grim reality in form—
Too true and horrid.
I might have
shot you
stabbed you
killed you. . .
Or you have murdered me.
How infinitely finer!
How much more natural
That we should meet Iike this—
As friends whose bonds
Will live and ever grow more strong
While we work together for the good—
Of all humanity.
Frederick Nelson

SONNET
I meant to glorify you with my praise
And so, heaped eulogies upon your head.
I told you that I liked the things you said
And liked the ways you said them. Entire days
I spent in praising you—in writing lays
In which to praise you more, the ev'nings sped
Away. I sent those notes and while you read
I thought of your eyes, your lips and lovely ways.
In earnest zeal to make you great, I
Told every compliment there is to tell,
Exalted you with every little speech
Or song. To raise you very, very high—
This my plan, has succeeded all to well
I fear, I've raised you now beyond my reach!
W. Franzmann
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Dr. Murphy Gives
Address on Mark
Twain Program
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Homecoming Committee

For the observance of "Mark
Twain Day," Dr. Murphy chose as
her topic "The Place of Mark Twain
in American literature. She compared Mark Twain's works to an
architectural structure by saying
"Time does to an author what distance does to architecture."
"Mark Twain is given a high
place in American literature ; chiefly
E ecause of his humorous Nvorks. He
gives us the type of humor that we
enjoy. He wrote a great deal about
the barbarism of the plains and
frontier. "Tom Sawyer" and
"Huckleberry Finn" are two of his
greatest works. In "Puddin head
Wilson" he shows the conditions in
the South at that time through the
eyes of a little boy. He wrote to
please the public.
Mark Twain was the first American writer west of the Mississippi
River, to receive American recognition. He saw nothing better in
Europe than in America. In the
book "The Connecticut Yankee"
he wrote about things he saw in
Europe. His views, on European
culture were the first to come from
a chorus of protestors. He was very
much against standardization of
society.

Delegates Attend
League Convention
"Trained Personnel in Government" was the theme of the League
of Women Voters" convention held
at Mankato State Teachers College
October 18-19. The four delegates
from Winona Teachers College who
attended the convention are Helen
Marek, Gertrude Morehouse,
Christine Breyer and Bernadette
Steffes.
Miss Sara Norris, Dean of Women
at Mankato, presided at the 6:3o
dinner held at Daniel Buck hall
Friday evening. The fireside discussion which followed the dinner
was led by Miss TereSina Rowell of
Carleton.
A meeting of the State Board of
the League was held at 8:3o on
Saturday morning at which plans
for the year were made. Miss
Christine Breyer represents Winona
on the State Board.
A general meeting held at ro:3o
in Cooper Hall was presided over by
Rosemary Hoiden of the College of
St. Catherine. Miss Holden was
elected president of the All-state
League.
Mrs. Charlotte Luewe, attorney
at Mankato, addressed the group at
a 12:3o luncheon on the "Place of
Women in Government."

Back row—Left to right: T. Bothwell, F. Blatnik, L. McCown, J. Wachs, W. Franzmann, E. Cohen.
Front Row—J. Kozlowski, E. Finkelnburg, M. Zorteau, G. Grimm, D. Simon.

'Technique of Riding
Bus Is Explained
In contemplating a bus trip one of
the first requisites is to secure a bus.
This vehicle should have seats that
are not too comfortable, thus making the passengers more alert and
observant as to what is going on
around them.
Prospective teachers make very
desirable passengers. Some of them
should be able to play in a band and
others be good peppy rooters so
that on arriving at a destination
they can enter any parade scheduled to announce that they're in
town.
Now you must decide on a destination. Why don't you go to St.
Cloud? It is only a four hundred
mile trip and there are many points
of interest on the way. You will be
constantly reminded of the beauties
around you—(one blond coronet
player and a brunette harmonizer,
says she).
On arriving at your destination it
would be well to have a couple
football teams running up and down
the field with a ball and knocking
each other down. This would give
the rooters on both sides of the
field a chance to jump on each other
and yell. On the return trip leave
any excess baggage you had and
acquire a few "orchestrations" to
harmonize well. There should be
some punning as well as "Dunning."
All these things tend to shorten the
way home. (Just Wimpy's luck!).

Pictured above is the committee
which has had charge of making
the general arrangements for the
Homecoming celebration which will
get underway this evening. The
committee was appointed by Miss
Brunner, chairman of the Alumni
Relations group of the school.
Included in the picture are the
following:
Standing—Theodore RothwelI,
Frank Blatnik, Luther McCown,
John Wachs, William Franzmann,
and Edward Cohen.
Sitting—John Kozlowski, Elsie
Finkelnburg, Mrs. Marion Zorteau,
Gretchen Grimm, and DeLos Simon.

Frank Blatnik Gives
Welcome to Alumni
On behalf of the student body I
take this opportunity to welcome all
the alumni back to our Alma Mater.
We have endeavored to make this
Homecoming the biggest ever staged at this school and so hope that
your brief stay will be full of enjoyment and happiness. Participate
in all the activities and once again
be one of us—in body and spirit.
The Winona T. C. spirit can never
die. Let's give the Dragons plenty
to worry about.

Here's How to be a
Poor Observer
What with all the people taking
courses in nature study, biology,
art, et cetera, it is no longer an
achievement to be a good observer,
but it is rather more of a feat if one
can master the art of being blase!
In nature study we learn that
robins and sparrows are not the
only kinds of birds and in biology
we Iearn to dissect things so small
that even after we have extracted
them we are prone to believe "there
ain't no such animal". Having
acquired these abilities, we are apt
to go about peering under leaves,
poking around bushes, gazing down
eye-pieces, in a very naive manner.
Gone, ah gone is the blank thoughtful expression we used to wear.
The situation is, however, not so
dismal as 'twould seem at first
sight, for there exists a very simple
panacea which is easier to take than
to avoid.
If you are desirious of walking
through a woods with a beautiful
case of blues and to see nary a
nuthatch, or to look through the
eyepiece of a microsope and notice
nary a nephridia, follow this panacea
and you, too, will be able to say
with Bill Shakespeare: "0 mel
what eyes hath love put in my
head."

Cont. from page 1 col. 5
elude the homecoming festivities.
Elaborate plans for the holding of
every event have been completed Dorms to Hold Open House
and indications point to one of the
Remember the open house promost successftil Homecomings in gram at the dormitories after the
game on Saturday.
years.

What the Clubs are Doing
The Primary Club enjoyed a conducting business meetings. The
picnic at Bluffside Park on Tuesday, club enjoyed a Halloween party,
October 15, at four o'clock. With Friday, November, I .
the making of coffee and roasting of
weiners, all the girls were kept busy
and had a fine time.
The Art Club held its regular
monthly meeting October 23. Plans
The Intermediate Grade Club has for homecoming were made and
been sponsoring a series of ex- committees were appointed. A talk
cursions. Perhaps the most in- on the Chinese theatre was given by
teresting one was the trip to the Christine Breyer.
wild life refuge at Rollingstone,
October 29. This refuge was established by the Rev. P. A. Tibesar at
The old members of the Mende'sRoll ingstone.
sohn Club entertained the new

The colleges represented at the
convention were: St. Cloud Teachers
College, Mankato Teachers College,
The Country Life CIub held their
Winona Teachers College, Macalester, College of St. Catherine, regular meeting October 14. Mrs.
College of St. Benedict, St. Olaf Brady gave a talk on parliamentry
practice, which is very helpful in
and Carleton.

The Kindergarten Club held its
regular monthly meeting October
15. During the meeting a report of
the Christmas card sale was made
by the chairman of that committee,
Lois Ross. We are glad to find that
through the attractiveness of the
cards and the interest of our friends,
the sale is going forward in fine
shape. At the present time it
exceeds the one hundred dollar
mark.

The business meeting was followed by a social hour during which the
members at a supper October, 13 in freshmen were entertained by the
the conference room. The initiation upper classmen in a program of
of the new members furnished the games. Tea was served with Miss
Sutherland pouring.
evening's entertainment.

Student Suggestions
With the purpose in mind of
getting suggestions for the improvement of the college a questioning
reporter asked various students for
opinions. some of the proposals
were worthwhile.
One person suggested that the
freshman initiation be put on a
more efficient basis. He believed it
should start earlier in the fall and
be completed in a shorter time
with more intensity.
Two helpful hints were given
regarding chapel excercises. The
first of these is that all announcements and other business be taken
care of before the speaker or musical
program is presented. These distractions at the close seem almost
like an anti-climax to the otherwise
impressive programs. The other is
that the weekly bulletin be passed
in a manner similar to that by
which the Winonan is distributed.
This would eliminate the congestion in the corridor immediately
after chapel on Monday morning.
Another suggestion made was
that we pay more attention to
intra-mural sports rather than to
inter-murals, since they offer a
wider chance for participation.

Sixth Grade Uses
Illuminated Maps
How can pupils keep up on
current events?
The sixth grade at the Phelps
School is trying to answer this
question by the use of an illuminated world map which they change
daily to show the high spots of each
day's news. The children colored
politically an ordinary twenty-five
cent outline map of the world and
mounted it on Upson board. It was
then wired electrically in such a way
that small two volt electric lights
can be placed on the map connecting with covered wires each news
item and the geographic location
where the event is taking place.
Incidentally, use of this map also
results in some very practical geographic 'earnings.

Miss Ella P. Bartz
Returns to the City
Retiring after thirty years of
service in the teaching profession,
Miss Ella P. Bartz 'o5 is spending
this fail with her brothers in Winona.
Miss Bartz taught three years in
Minnesota following her graduation from the Normal school and
then went to Southern California
where she taught until last June.
Twenty-four years were spent in
Riverside, California.
Miss Bartz plans to return in
January to Riverside where she
will make her home.

The next edition of Winonan
will be Published under the direction of the journalism class under
the supervision of Dr. Murphy.
Robert Small will act as editor-inchief.
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PURPLE CLASHES WITH DRAGONS TOMORROW
Winona Loses
Columbia Game

Winona Football Team of 1935

Homecoming Game Will Be
Packed With Thrills and
Excitement

Fifty Yard Pass At Close of
Game Decided 6-0 Score
The Winona Teachers lost a
tough 6-o game to Columbia College
at Dubuque November, 2 on a fiftyyard pass in the closing minutes.
Again, as in the Mankato game, the
Purple outplayed their favored
rivals but the breaks went against
them and they suffered their seventh
defeat.
Columbia scored late in the
fourth quarter after Winona had
smashed its way 8o yards on a
sustained drive toward the Iowans'
goal. A pass thrown by Johnny
Kozlowski and aimed at Bob Thurley was intercepted on the eight
yard line by a Columbia player wl - o
ran it back to midfield before being
downed. On the next play a pass
brought the game-winning touchdown. In just two plays Columbia
had come from defending its own
goal to the score that brought
victory.
This season will be long remembered for the injuries and other
tough breaks that have beset the
team and Coach Galligan. In three
of the seven games Winona eleven
was the better team but each time
the opponents were returned victorious. The record cannot show
how weIl the team has played.
At no time in Saturday's game
did the Columbia team threaten
the Winona goal except on the last
minute play that defeated the
Purple while the Winona eleven was
in scoring territory three times but
lacked the scoring punch.
Encouraged by the play at Dubuque, Coach Galligan hopes to
give the Moorhead Dragons, Homecoming opponents, a real battle.
The Moorhead eleven drubbed
Bemidji 44-12 Saturday in their
third conference win. Bemidji defeated Winona 20-14 early in the
season.
Mankato clinched a tie for the
Northern Teachers College conference title by defeating St. Cloud
7-0 Saturday. Moorhead must
defeat Winona to tie the 'Katoans
for the top. The two teams do not
meet this season, but Moorhead is
rated as much the stronger team.

Students Attend "U"
Homecoming
The University had a Paul Bunyan Homecoming the week-end of
October 25-26. Among T. C.
members attending were: The Kampus Kings, Miss Pritchard, Violet
Kochendoerfer, June McDonald,
Mary Garlough, Roy Pitntis, Freddie Nelson, Marjorie King, Lorraine Schneider, Betty Kelberer
and Caroleen Goetting.
Saturday morning, a real blue ox
was one feature exhibited in the
realistic Paul Bunyan parade.
Saturday afternoon, ,6o,000 attended the "Minnesota-Northwestern" game. The slogan was
"Buzzsaw Northwestern". They
did: 21-13. .

Winona Expects
Tough Battle

Front Row, left to right—V. Gislason, J. Kozlowski, W. Thompson, D. Simon, A. Muench, M. Peterson, G. Jaspers, and H. Chase.
Second Row, left to right—E. Orbeck, B. Parker, W. West, R. Thurley, H. Roth, R. Florin, A. Hoblit, and L. Arns.
Third Row, left to right—B. Townsend, R. Jacobson, E. Lundgren, W. Grimm, H. Larson, E. Tompkins, G. Passmore, L. McCown, and
B. Ostmoe.
Fourth Row, left to right—Head Coach Galligan, Assistant Coach Pawelek, Assistant Coach Tozier, M. Wolverton, R. Koch, E. Barski,
J. Decker, S. Syverson, manager, and J. O'Gara, trainer.

Purple Loses
Mankato Bout

SPORTLETTES

Things are looking up in the T. C.
conference this year. Moorhead
gave the University of North
Dakota a great battle although
losing 6-o, while St. Thomas, a
leader in the State College Conference, was held to 7-0 by Mankato.
The Teachers College elevens have
been increasing in strength in the
last few years and now are even bets
against the smaller colleges and universities.
Basketball is on the way. The
first call for cage candidates was
issued by Coach . Galligan last Monday and a group of 3o or 40 prospective cagers showed their stuff.
Winona will get revenge for some
of its gridiron defeats on the basketball courts this winter. Returning
vets should give Coach Galligan a
good start toward the development
of a winning team. Johnny Wachs,
Bob Parker, Lyle Arns, Ted Rothwell, Vic Gislason and Louis Hoover
from last year's squad will be back.
Last year's captain, AI Berg, is
attending Luther College in
Decorah, Iowa and will be
missing from this year's quint.
Ronald Brown, Ev Cox and Ken
Eggleston, star frosh of last year's
regulars who would have been
The powerful St. Cloud eleven de- eligible this year, will not be availfeated Wincna at St. Cloud October able. They will be missed.
19 by a score of 13-0. Only stubborn defensive play by the Purple
Mr. Galligan Greets
held the score so low.
Returning Alumni
St. Cloud scored in the first
quarter on a Iong march down the
It is always a pleasure to welcome
field. Johnstone, ace back on the St.
Cloud eleven, smashed over for the former students back to the college
touchdown from the 3 yard line. campus on Homecoming. - This
The extra point try was missed. manifestation of Ioyailty seems to
Winona's great defensive play make the football team realize more
checked the St. Cloud offense until fully their responsibility to uphold
the fourth period when they counted the traditions of Winona State
again after 71 yard march with Teachers College. In behalf of the
Smith scoring the touchdown. John- Athletic Department I wish to
extend a hearty welcome.
stone kicked the extra point.
Although playing their best ball
of the season, the Purple met defeat
at the hands of Mankato in a night
game played Oct. 25 at Maxwell
Field. The score was 14-6.
Winona scored early in the second
quarter after a march down the
field, Red Simon hitting center for
the touchdown. The score read 6-o
as Vic Gislason's attempted drop
kick conversion was blocked.
Mankato, however, came right
back and scored two touchdowns
in the second period. The "Katoans"
first score came after a poor punt
gave them the ball on the 30 yeard
line. They scored in six plays with
Gladhill carrying the ball. A
Winona fumble on the 33 yard line
Ied to the second touchdown and
Gladhill scored again from the one
yard line. Topata kicked both goals.
The purple outplayed the visitors
throughout the game, making 12
first downs to 7 for Mankato.

St. Cloud Drubs
Winona in Hard
Fought Combat

Women's Sports
The Physical Education club has
announced a well balanced program
for the year. The committee in
charge has obtained several speakers and sports films which should
prove the value of sports to the
club. Activity meetings in the form
of volleyball and basketball games
have been added to the years program for variety.
Two freshman members were
elected to become members of the
Women's Athletic Board. They
are Mary Engstrom and Lois
Simons. The board is an administrative unit composed of two members from each class, the purpose of
which is to formulate programs and
make decisions concerning women's
sports.
The constitution of the W. A. A.
was revised in several instances to
enable more girls to become active
members of the organization. Heretofore, a girl had to earn one-hundred fifty points in one quarter to
become an active member. Under
the present ruling, participation in
any of the extra curricular activities
is all that is required. The names of
those who engage in any seasonal
sport will be announced at the end
of each quarter if they have participated a number of times. These
students will comprise the Women's
Athletic Association. It is not
necessary for students to earn
points under the new set-up. However, if it is desired to earn a monogram, points will be kept for those
wishing it.
Ruth Richards and Bernadette
Johnson are captains of the after
school soccer teams. Ruth's team
has defeated the team captained by
Bernadette in two out of three
games played.
The Women's Athletic Board is
planning a "Sport Spread" (a fall

Winona meets probably its
toughest opponent in the Homecoming game November 9, when the
powerful Moorhead team provides
the opposition. The Dragons are a
big team, but they are also fast and
are in a class by themselves, in the
Northern Teachers college conference. They are to this league
what Minnesota was to the Big Ten
last season.
Moorhead had the Lest team in
the . conference last year but were
deprived of the title, after an undefeated season, when Vince Yatchak, pile-driving fullback, was
found ineligible. Yatchak had
transferred to Moorhead from Purdue and had not been in school
long enough after the transfer to be
eligible. Many of the stars of the
1934 eleven are back this year and
the team has an imposing record
with Yatchak again the outstanding threat to opposing goal-Iines.
In the T. C. Conference the
Dragons have defeated Duluth 26-o
and St. Cloud 19-0. Since Winona
met defeat at St. Cloud by 13-0 it
seems probable that the Northerners
are too powerful for the Purple but
upsets will sometimes occur and,
under the influence of Homecoming,
Winona may surprise the visitors.
In last year's game, played at
Moorhead, Winona was beaten 26-o.
If they get by Winona, Moorhead
will gain at least a tie for the conference title. If Mankato whips St.
Cloud in their forthcoming clash,
the "Katoans", will dispute the
Moorhead claims. Whatever the
final outcome, most agree that
Moorhead is the class of the T. C.
conference.
On the basis of comparative
scores, Winona rates the underdog
in the Moorhead tilt by three to
five touchdowns, but, having shown
improvement in the last two games,
the Purple hope to upset the dope
and turn back the highly-touted
Dragons. At least the game should
be well played and close.
NORTHERN T. C. STANDINGS
Pct.
W
L
0
1.000
Mankato
3
2
Moorhead
o
I.000
.5oo
2
2
St. Cloud
2
Duluth
I
-333
2
Bemidji_
1
•333
.00o
Winona__
3
banquet in disguise) for girls who
have participated in some sport a
sufficient number of times to be
eligible. Invitations will be sent to
all eligible girls who have shown
their interest by turning out for
either soccer, golf, hockey, or tennis.
The majors in the tumbling class
have been realizing their weaknesses
while passing or trying to pass the
tumbling tests last week. Also they
are soon going to start a pyramid
unit. The major swimming class is
now having swimming on land. The
values and objectives of swimming
are being discussed.
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HUMORETTES
[PEOPLE YOU SHOULD KNOW
Beatrice Jackson—Freshman—hails vfrom "up dere on dat Range what
they got"—Intermediate—weight about one hundred and some pounds—
got the nicest green eyes and the biggest heart in the world—swell all
around kid already making an impression in the school and dormitory—
seems to have eyes for a certain eligible Senior. She's probably the
smoothest and best dancer in school—asked me "can you let studies
interfere with your education?"
Dr. Tozier—Social Science Prof—first glance makes one feel he's a
fellow student—has magnetic eyes of indescribable hues—Iikes football
and basketball—known among the men as "Doc"—favorite pose is
noticeable in defining cr making a concept (catch him sometime)—
living embodiment of his favorite idea of "critial attitude"—always at
home to any in difficulty or out of it—works hard (especially as patron
saint of student teachers)—likes vigorous and scientific discussions on
any subject—(don't Iet his interruptions, questions, or retorts hamper
you—pin him down!)
Arthur Hoblit—Home, Union City, Ohio,—Freshman—Dark brown,
curly hair—Likes tennis and dancing best of the sports—Is another West
Lodger Was born in 'Canada—You generally see him with
a brown suit—Another fellow worth knowing is Gale Passmore . . . .
Also from Union City Born in Florida . . . has a southern
drawl . . . . Blue eyes, blond hair, 6 ft. I inch, 188 pounds of southern
hospitality . . . . Was all-southweOtern Ohio center in basketball in
1933 and 1934 — Like his roomate, a master in the art of dancing. Eddie
Barski—From Thorpe, Wisconsin—famous for his poetry—has a way
with the opposite sex—likes to hike—lives at West Lodge—Room I I.
frosh called "Cocky" . . . big blue
Dorothy Kcchendoerfer
looks like Joan Crawford when she pouts
eyes that make you melt
usually wears black and white combination her rythmic
and graceful carriage is a treat for sore eyes . . . out-standing T. C.
Wampus Baby Star (and you don't have to look twice to think and know
so either) . . . . most often seen with Margaret Small who has a wit and
repartee as keen as a Toledo blade . . . "Cocky" likes walking (especially
in the rain), drinks "cocs" and dotes on a bowl of good hot chili
favorite expression is "after all."
Stanley Weinberger . . . . Senior . . . History major . . . . better known
mostly seen with "Punch-drunk" Knopp and Paperdoll
as Pug
Roth (the W. S. T. T. S. Musketeers labeled the "Jistic Trio")
Stan's got a gem (Jewell Jacobs) that's as striking as a pearl on black
velvet—a diamond in the rough so to speak . . . . belongs to Winona's
"Radical Rogues" that supposedly meet at Communist Corner (Mr.
Jederman knows where) biggest hearted guy in school next to me,
he! he!
Art Muench . . . . Senior, too . . . . has a dog tag of "Gent'men"
another one of "dese dere Rangers me b'Iong to" so well liked on our ivy
clad portals of higher learning . . . . president of Arrowhead-Range Club
and member of "feets-ball team" . . . . funniest fellow in T. C. and if
you don't believe me ask Ostmoe, Peterson, or Cohen—they like him, too,
tree, and so!
THINGS YOU CAN'T FORGET
Fred Nelson as busy as a cat climbing a tin-room . . . . Hil Sen's shy
and modest blush . . . Bob Small's contagious grin or smile . . . . Phyllis
La Due's slow musical drawl . . . . Lyle Arns characterictic dance pose—
Henry Bratulich's imitation of Fred Astaire stepping through a wicker
chair Busdicker's Martha . . . Elfie Christenson's gurgling and
bubbling laugh . Lorry Clum's "Jeepers"—Franzmann's shock or
mat of hair. . . . Louis Hoover's "business-executive" air or airs
MacPherson's slouch or ambling saunter . . . . Luther McCown's wave
and pleated trousers . . . . John Marholic's world renowed "Chisholmhop" at •social hour . . . . Rose Wolfe and her icy blue eyes and fiery
temper . . . . McClave's cockiness . . . Orbeck's constant chatter
Roy Prentis' Mary Van—John Quaday's black
Ostmoe's laziness
Shay's "Duke"
shirt and white tie . . . Mable Ree's Theo. R
and etc.
Simons freckles and red hair . . . . Syverson's "Yah"
Because women decide slowly
Man's the more beautiful.
If you don't believe me
Look at the gorgeous peacock,
And the common barnyard rooster
With a brilliant red comb
Quite large and crnate.
With a mane like a Iion
We shave off our mustache.
Therefore we wear bright ties.
Not sober gray, refined, or genteel
But screaming scarlet,
Gangrenous green and
Blustering blues—
Mine's stripped-rose, and red,
Magento, and blue,
And black and green
How's yours?
S.
One
dead
columnist—very grayheaded, blood-shot eyes and
P.
1 urrowed brow . . . . hurray!

Facts on Placement
What is Placement?
Placement service is designed to
help individuals ;to help themselves
in finding suitable employment. It is
systematic and adheres to the
accepted rules of employment. It
does not purport to replace individual initiative nor to remove
competition in finding employment.
On the contrary, it requires that
the individual exert his initiative
and enter into competition on a fair
and acceptable basis. It attempts to
bring together the individual and
the job for which he is best adapted.
Why is Placement Necessary?
The scientific era has accentuated
the problem of differences. This
includes the phenomena of "individual differences" and "occupational differences". No two individuals are identical in their integrated personalities. Likewise, two
occupations will display wide difderences in the demands that are
made upon the worker. The Placement Program aims to take these
two sets of differences into account
when a person is being employed.
Nature of the Placement Service.
The placement service should be
sufficiently centralized to prevent
undue competition for any position.
To accomplish this the placement
office acts as a clearing house. Employers who are seeking employees
submit their request with a definite
statement of the specific requirements that are .being asked. In
similar manner individuals who are
seeking employment place on file
references and credentials. The
placement service must then compare the two sets of information and
discover the most suitable candidates for the position in question.
Manley E. MacDonald
Director of Placement

Cont. from page 1 Col. 1
Helping the president cn the executive committee are Robert Small,
Cy Severson, and Frank Blatnik.
Printing, housing, transportation,
nomination, decorating, social and
registration committee will function
jointly with similar committees
from the College of St. Teresa to
take care of the necessary details.
The colleges and the major powers
represented by them are; Hamline,
England; Carleton, Spain; Macalaster, France; St. Benedict's, Sweden;
Augsbury, Paraguay; St. John's,
Bolivia; Bemidji S. T. C., Ireland;
St. Teresa, Italy; Winor a S. T. C.,
Ethiopia; St. Catherine's, Russia;
Moorhead S. T. C., Argentina;
Platteville S. T. C., Czechoslovakia;
Mankato S. T. C., Sweden; Duluth
S. T. C., Netherlands; Clarke College, Mexico; St. Cloud S. T. C.,
Portugal; La Crosse S. T. C.,
United States; St. Thomas, New
Zealand.
The program will be as follows:
Nov. 15-1 :30 - 2 :3o RegistrationCollege cf St. Teresa
2:30-2:45 Addresses of Welcome
2:45-4:0o Model Session of International Labor Organization,
College of St. Teresa Auditorium
6:15 Dinner, Shepard Hall
7:30-9:00 Model Session, League
of Nations Council. State Teachers
College Auditorium
9:oc-9:30 Address—J. Herbert
Eichelberger, League of Nations
Association
:30-10 :30
Informal
dance,
Teachers College Gymnasium

Nov. i6-9:1 Business Meeting,
College of St. Teresa
Model
Session,
Io :00- I I :3o
League of Nations Assembly Auditorium, College of St. Teresa.
12:00 Luncheon, College of St.
Teresa. Address by J. H. Eichelberger.

THE STAGER JEWELRY STORE
W. J.

Warminton

For Quality Merchandise
Corner Third and Main

Latest Styles in
Students Clothes

GRAFF CLOTHING
STORE
58 WEST THIRD STREET

S. S. KRESGE
CO.
5c to 25c

SPRINGDALE DAIRY CO.
MILK, CREAM
BUTTERMILK and COTTAGE CHEESE
Phone 3982

529 Huff St.

Priewert Studio
69 East Fourth St.

The Students Photo Shop
WEAR CLEAN CLOTHES

WicsoCkeigklidti
Dry Cleaners, %vets and Hatters

Before you buy photographs
Compare Our Quality,
Compare Our Prices.

Phone 2175

201 E. 3rd St.

Students Have Your Shoes
Repaired for the Winter at

STAR SHOE REPAIR SHOP
Lindsay Studio
We Specialize in
STUDENT'S PHOTOGRAPHS
Good work is our motto

174 MAIN STREET

DIAL 2929

Gate City Laundry, Inc.
WINONA'S SUPERIOR LAUNDRY

164 W. Third St.

Phone 2888

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP
3 Irishmen
Hennesey-Drugan-Sundby?
1 Block So. of College Inn
502 Huff St.

Master Cleaners and Dyers

11116,6

2:
Phone 3030

goody! goody! goody!
goodies!
goodies!
goodies!
Snack!
Snack!
Snack!

THE CANDY BOX
Rah! Rah! Rah!

HENRY G. HANSON
JEWELER
The Parker line of Fountain Pens
Watch Crystals, any Shape
158 Main St. near 3rd St.

RADEMACHER
DRUG CO.

Window Pane Corduroy
$ 2.9 8

DRUGS -- PAINT -- GLASS

The Out-Dor Store

5 9 W. SECOND ST.

163 E. Third St.
. . ■■■■•■■•■■■■•j■I,

